
Trill Soulutionary has recently unveiled a new hip-hop single: "Mud"

March 2023 - Trill Soulutionary has recently revealed a new studio work named "Mud." This 
release comes as a great addition to the artist's discography. He has already managed to 
impress the audience with songs such as "Sauce" and "Do Not Disturb," which have been 
released to streaming platforms over the past few years.

The song immediately strikes for its punchy and in-your-face tones, which feature elements of 
trap and "dirty south" sounds while retaining strong ties with the golden age of the rap genre. 
The melodic elements of the instrumental are fairly subdued, but they offer so much presence 
and ambiance. This is awesome because the textural nature of the melodies allows the drum 
parts and the vocals to hit even harder. The hi-hat pattern drives the mix while the snare cuts 
through like a knife going through melted butter. The bass drum makes the speakers shake 
with its massive low-end punch. More importantly, the vocals have a up-front sound. The flow 
is very articulate, and Trill Solutionary brings a very interesting sound to the mix. The 
production, curated by yramsee x nifer, is a perfect match with Trill's vocal delivery and 
rhythm. He is able to bring some melody to his sound and his pacing carefully in order to 
make music that's not just spitting out lyrics but also being conscious about how every single 
word fits within the context and the groove on a deeper level. Vocals are arguably the main 
components of a rap song. Without character and personality, a mix will definitely not hit as 
hard. With "Mud," Trill Soulutionary set out to showcase the intricacy of his personal take on 
hip-hop, and his characterful vocal style is the beating heart of the powerful arrangement that 
drives the music. The fact that the song is under 2 minutes is also refreshing, a true tour-de-
force of energy that screams "less is more." At times, condensed rap songs like this one offer 
more of an opportunity for artists to fine-tune their formula and make the most out of every 
single bar of music that is available to them.

"Mud" does an excellent job of combining old-school rap influences with a more 
contemporary twist. Trill Soulutionary has a very broad idea of what makes great rap, so he is 
often keen to expand his horizons with new ideas, as shown in hi diverse discography.

Ultimately, this release is an amazing achievement by Trill Soulutionary, who is wasting no 
time here. The artist wants to show the world what he is capable of, and "Mud" is a strong 
calling card. 

This new single will appeal to a broad pool of rap fans. In particular, Trill Soulutionary's 
music comes highly recommended to people who like listening to artists such as Lloyd Banks, 
J. Cole, Kendrick Lamar, and Tony Yayo, only to mention a few. 

Trill Soulutionary's music is quite one-of-a-kind. It is not easy to place him found in a specific 
sub-category of rap due to the incredible variety of his flow. However, it is safe to say that he 
has a lot to share with the aforementioned talents. For one thing, Trill Soulutionary is all 
about making music that is more than just plain old entertainment. He wants to create a much 
deeper connection with his listeners by way of his lyrics and vision. 

As a result, Trill Soulutionary is able to make music that is both entertaining and meaningful. 
"Mud" is a perfect example of that. This is underground hip-hop at the highest levels.



Find out more about Trill Soulutionary, and do not miss out on "Mud," which is currently 
available on some of the best digital streaming services.

Official website: https://www.youngtrillsoul.us

Soundcloud: https://on.soundcloud.com/wpe2b

Audiomack: https://audiomack.com/thewayfarer/song/mud

Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/track/2cAGoxBTIjQQCykSaLBWhH?
si=bG6s9TH8TMqH5lJLmLEmfg&dd=1

Apple: https://music.apple.com/us/album/mud-single/1676762518

Tik-Tok: https://www.tiktok.com/trillsoulutionary

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/trillsoulutionary/




